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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and p = m@ a@n the 
Langlands decomposition of a parabolic subalgebra of g. A generalized 
Verma module V(y) is defined to be a g-module algebraically induced from 
a finite-dimensional irreducible p-module. In the case when p is a Bore1 
subalgebra, V(y) is a Verma module, and the Bernstein-Gelfand-~elfand 
theorem, together with the Kazhdan -Lusztig conjectures, gives us a sub- 
stantial amount of information concerning the structure and properties of 
Verma modules. A general problem is to investigate analogues of these 
theorems when p is not a Bore1 subalgebra of 9. In this paper, we are 
interested in generalizing the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand theorem. 
main theorem describes the space of g-homomorphisms between 
generalized Verma modules, in the “real rank one setting.” 
The problem of determining the g-module homomorphisms between 
generalized Verma modules was first studied systematically by .I. Le 
[ 19, 20, 22). He discovered that the situation was much more delicate thanm 
for Yerma modules, partly due to the failure of maps to be injective, and 
also due to the existence of “non-standard” maps, which have no analogue 
in the theory of Verma modules. One of Lepowsky’s results was a ~~rn~lete 
description of the maps between generalized Verma modules induced from 
one-dimensional p-modules, in the “real rank one setting.” The present 
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paper is a generalization of Lepowsky’s work, in that the one-dimen- 
sionality assumption is removed. 
We now discuss our main results precisely, referring to later sections for 
the necessary definitions. Fix, once and for all, G to be a real rank one 
matrix group as in (2.1). Obtain a minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN, 
p = m 0 a On the complexified Lie algebra of P, etc. Define principal series 
representations n(y) and generalized Verma modules V(y); our notation is 
consistent with the fact that n(y) and V(y) have infinitesimal character xY, 
under the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. Our problem is to compute 
HO(n, V(y)) as a (m@a)-module. Since HO(n, V(y)) is semisimple as a 
(m @ a)-module, we shall often write @(n, V(y)) = y1 @ ..* @y,, to 
indicate its decomposition into (finite-dimensional) irreducible (m @ a)- 
modules yi, and @(n, V(y)), = @,,,, yi. In Section 3 we prove 
(1.1) THEOREM. rf V(y) h as regular infinitesimal character, then the 
decomposition qf H”( n, V( y )) into (m @ a)-irreducibles is multiplicity7free. 
This is equivalent to the fact that dim(Hom,( V(yl), V(y)) < 1 for all yl. 
It has been conjectured by several people that (1.1) holds for arbitrary g 
and p; cf. added in remark. 
Let w” denote the minimal length left coset representatives of the full 
Weyl group W module the “Levi factor” Weyl group W, ; then I+“” 
parametrizes the generalized Verma modules having a fixed regular integral 
infinitesimal character. Denote by 0 the “Poincare duality” on w” (2.3). (If 
go # so(2n i- 1, l), then 0 is just reflection about the real root of h in g.) In 
Section 7 we prove, 
(1.2) THEOREM. If V(y) is reducible with regular non-integral 
infinitesimal character, then Ho( n, V( y )) = y 0 y ‘. 
To describe i?(n, V(y)) in the regular integral case, we will utilize 
“diagrams of w”.” These sets are explicitly parametrized in Figs. 2.1-2.4; 
here, we retain only the framework. We also adhere to the conventions: (4 Y 
I t 
means that z is an irreducible summand of HO(n, V(y)). (1.3) 
INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS 
means that yH is an irreducible summand of Hofn, V(y)). 
(1.4) THEOREM. Assume V(y) has regular integral injkitesimal character. 
Then the explicit decompositions of ff’(n, V(y)) are given by ( 1.3 ) and Figs. 
(l.l)-(1.4). 
- 
i 
. 
so ( 2n,4) so (2n+4,4) 
FIGURE 1.1 
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FIGURE 1.2 
Observe that the condition for the existence of a zero n-cohomology 
weight is much more subtle than the Verma module condition; cf. [9, 
Sect. 77. The proof of (1.4) relies heavily on the relationship between prin- 
cipal series and generalized Verma modules; the starting point is the 
following result [2, 191: 
Hom,(UyI)2 Uy))~Diff,(“On(y*), “n(yl*)); (1.5) 
here, * denotes algebraic dual, “z(...) is the C”-completion of the Harish- 
Chandra module n(...), and the right-hand side of (1.5) refers to continuous 
G-intertwining maps which are given by linear differential operators. 
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sp(n,l) 
FIGURE 1.3 
The techniques used in this paper bring “global” representation theory to 
bear on our problem. Roughly speaking, using case-by-case analysis, we 
link the known socle series structure of principal series representations of 
C, with the structure of induced modules for g. More precisely, we first 
obtain an “upper bound” on the size of @(n, V(y)). (This is based upon 
results in the Appendix, which, in turn, are proved using case-by-case 
analysis.) In Sections 4-6, we obtain “existence results,” allowing us to con- 
struct a large number of homomorphisms between generalized Verma 
modules. Combining the aforementioned estimate with these existence 
results, we are led to (1.4). Along the way, we shall use the Kazhdan- 
Eusztig conjectures (which are theorems), and the Hecht-Schmid ““self- 
duality” of the Jacquet module. 
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f4(--20) 
FIGURE 1.4 
As a final note, we comment on some “analytic consequences” of our 
work. (The following remarks were communicated to the authors by 
G. Zuckerman.) In [ 161, Knapp and Stein study a family of intertwining 
operators A(0, z): %(r) --f “n(y’), where the data (a, z) correspond to y. 
These operators are shown to have meromorphic continuation for Re z < 0 
on a; moreover A(o, -2): %(y”) --f mu, whenever this operator is 
defined, and there is a functional equation 
A(a, -z) A(& 2) = c,(z)L (1.6) 
Assume (a, z) does not correspond to a “character identity” (3.4). 
Unpublished work of Casselman and Zuckerman shows that: A(cJ, -z) has 
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a first-order pole if and only if there exists a differential operator 
m4YB) + “z(y) (which will be the residue of A(o, -2)). But (1.4) shows, 
via (l.S), precisely when such a differential operator exists. Since c,(z) is 
explicitly computed in [ 161, we obtain information on the location of poles 
of A(o, -z) and the order of zeros of Afo, z). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, G will denote a connected semisimple real rank 
one matrix group. In fact, it may be supposed that G is one of the 
following: 
Spin(n, 11, n>4; 
SW% 11, n> 3; 
SPh 11, n>,2; 
F 4(--20j = analytic group corresponding to the real form f+20j. 
Fix an Iwasawa decomposition G= KAN, an associated Cartan 
involution c of G, a maximally split a-stable Cartan subgroup H= TA, and 
a minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN (here, T is a Cartan subgrou 
M). Denote the Lie algebras of G, K, A, etc., by go, I,, a,, etc.; their com- 
plexifications without subscript “0.” Let go = I,@ so be a Cartan decom- 
position (relative to LT) and equip go with a non--degenerate Ad(G)- 
invariant bilinear form (..., . ..) which is positive (resp. negative) definite on 
so (resp. fO). We use the notation (..., . ..) to denote the restriction of (..., .~.) 
to any c-invariant subspace, as well as the transported form on the com- 
plexified dual. 
Let @ (resp. @,n) be the set of roots of Ij in g (resp. M @ a), and let C be 
the restricted roots of a in g. The decomposition g = f @ a @ n determines a 
system of positive restricted roots C+. Choose @+ so that: a E @+ and 
IX j n # 0 += 01 jo. E C +. Set @A = Grn n @ + and denote the positive real @-root 
(when it exists) by Q. The choice @+ determines an “fwasawa” Bore1 sub- 
algebra b=lj@u, where u= @X,0 gcr; we have u=(mnu)@n and b~p. 
Set p=&,oa, pm=&CaEe+ot, p=pl,. Let W (resp. W,, W,) be the 
Weyl group of Q, (resp. Cp,, C”,. If a is a. root, the reflection s, through x is 
defined through 
s,(A) = 1” - 2(%, a)(a, a)-‘cx; nEIj** 
Denote by I(...) the length function on W. For w, o’ E W, write o -+ cc’, if 
o = s,w’ for some cx E @+ and I(o) = I(o’) + I. The Bruhat order < on W 
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is the transitive closure of --+. Note that o do’ + I(w’) < I(o). Let S index 
the set of simple roots in @A and put 
w”= (IBE WI l(s,o)=I(o)+ 1 for all YES}. 
If y E h*, we denote by Cy the one-dimensional b-module on which lj acts 
by the form y, and u acts trivially. Define the Verma module 
M(“?)=Wd 0 a=?-p. 
U(b) 
Recall that M(y) has a unique irreducible quotient L(y), and that both 
modules admit an infinitesimal character xr for the center s(g) of U(g); 
furthermore, xy = xv, if and only if y’ E W. y. 
Suppose y satisfies the condition 2(y, a)(~, a)-’ E f+J (the set of positive 
integers) for all CIE @b,f . Let U,, be the irreducible finite-dimensional 
(m @ a)-module of highest weight y - p; extend U, to a p-module by letting 
n act trivially. Define the generalized Verma module 
v(Y)=w) 0 u,. (2.2) 
U(P) 
Recall from [lS]: V(y) is a quotient of M(y), hence admits infinitesimal 
character xv. 
We recall some basic properties of Weyl groups and the Bruhat order; 
for example, see [3, Sect. 31. For o E W, set 
Qw= (CcE@f 1 w-‘(U)E 4’). 
(2.3) LEMMA.’ (a) For WE W, Z(o) = ]@J. 
(b) W contains a unique longest element wO with COG,, = @,+. 
(c) w” contains a longest element CD’ with @,a = @+\@b,f . 
(d) w” has a “Poincare duality”; that is, a bijection f such that 
Z(f(o)) = Z(oO) - Z(o), and co1 < co2 implies f(oq) <f(ol); f(o) = w,,owO. 
Assume go # so(2n + 1,l). As is well known (cf. [4,28]), we may con- 
struct positive systems P&j having the following properties: 
(a) P’s1 = Cp +; 
(b) Pi>= CO~P’,~ for some OJ~E W; (2.4) 
(c) the PiJ are precisely the positive root systems containing @G 
and a,; 
(d) the number of P” for each G is I WI/(2 I W,(). 
Define CO$=S,,,CO~, yii=iCatPJ,,& the yg are given in (A.l). Via (2.3), 
one easily obtains 
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(2.5) LEMMA. (a) JV” = (co~~}~u {ok},,. 
(b) l(cL$) = l(d) - l(wii). 
(c) l(oJ=i+j-1. 
Now assume go is of the type in (2.1). As noted in (2.3), M’” contains a 
distinguished element CO’. Define CO’ E E’ through 
If go # so(2n + 1, l), CO’= s,,o and (2.6) is consistent with our earlier 
definition. If y E EJ*, let y0 = o’(y). Bothf(o) and o’ are Poincart dualities; 
they coincide if g # ~u(n, 1) and are closely related otherwise. 
(2.7) The so(2n + 1, 1) case. If go = so(2n $1, I), then 1 WI = 2”(n + I)!, 
/ &‘,,I = 2”-‘n!; hence 1 JV”j = 2(n + 1). Also, we see I(w’) = 2n and PV con- 
sists of 2n + 2 elements of 2n + 1 different lengths (recall I(e) = 0). 
(2.8) Figures 2.1-2.4. We represent oO (parametrized in ( 
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FIGURE 2.2 
and also identify this with wiip = yq and V(yq). Similarly, (ij)@ represents 
(Us)‘. Each solid line represents an “arrow relation”; i.e., 
ij 
k!? 
means okl -+ oij. 
(2.9) PROPOSITION. The set W”‘, partially ordered by 6, is given by (2.8) 
and Figs. 2.1-2.4. The filtration of w”, by rows, is such that all elements in 
the kth row from the top of the diagram have length k - 1. 
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sP(n,l) 
FIGURE 2.3 
3. THE MULTIPLICITY THEOREM 
Our goal is to establish 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let g he the complexification of a real rank one form, p 
the complexification of a minimal parabolic subalgebra, and V(yl), V(y2) 
generalized Verma modules with regular in~in~tes~mai character. Then 
dim(Hom,(V(y,), V(yd)) G 1. 
Given any U(g)-module V, define the fun&or V -+ V/IIV (resp. V --“I n- 
invariants in V), which is a right (resp. left) exact covariant fun&or. Form 
derived functors, obtaining the n-homology groups Hk(n, V) (resp. n- 
cohomology groups Hk(n, V)), where H,(n, V) = V/n V (resp. p(n, V) = n- 
invariants in V). 
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(3.2) Remark. Fix a generalized Verma module V(y,). The space of n- 
invaiants of V(y2) will decompose into a direct sum with finite mul- 
tiplicities, of irreducible m 0 a-modules; cf. [ 18, (2.2)]. Further, recalling 
the terminology introduced in Section 1, we may identify I?(n, V(Y~))~, 
with Horn& V(yl), V(y2)). Now, Theorem (3.1) reformulates as (1.1). 
Recall the conventions established for G in Section 2; in particular the 
decompositions G = KAN and P = MAN. By a Harish-Chandra module for 
G, we shall mean a module V over the universal enveloping algebra U(g), 
together with an action of K, such that 
(a) the representation of K is an algebraic direct sum of irreducible 
finite-dimensional continuous representations, each isomorphism class 
occurring with finite multiplicity; 
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(b) the representation of f, as a subalgebra of g, coinci 
differential of the K action; 
(c) V’ has finite length as a U(g)-module. 
Let U, be an irreducible (finite-dimensional) MA-module of highest weight 
^J - ,Q. By right translation, G acts on the space “z(y) of smooth functions 
f: G --+ U, satisfying the transformation law: f( pg) = (U,(p) 0 e”( p))jj g), 
p E P, g E G. Put the C” topology on “n(y), then “n(y) becomes a smoot 
Frechet representation of G. The space of K-finite vectors in “n(y), denote 
z(y), forms a Harish-Chandra module for 6, and we refer to these as pr& 
cipai series representations. Further, the notation z(y) is consistent with the 
fact that n(y) has infinitesimal character x.,, under the parish-Cban~r~ 
isomorphism. 
In the Appendix, we parametrize certain irreducible MA-modules, in 
terms of their highest weights yjj- p. This gives us the principaH series 
representations rc(yU), all of which have trivial infinitesimal character. T 
Weyl group element f3 leads to new irreducible MA-modules yi (ret 
(2.6)); hence, the principal series rc(yi). 
(3.3) Discussion. Fix a principal series n(y), with regular i~~nitesima~ 
character, and assume (y, 2) > 0 for all ol E C+. Then NiliEic [24] 
shown that n(y) conains a unique irreducible quotient; denoted e(y). 
If go # eo(2n + 1, I), then G will possess a family of irreducible square 
integrable (unitary) representations, the so-called discrete series. The clis- 
Crete series with trivial infinitesimal character are parametrized by $y,) in 
(A.l). Given a discrete series n(y/), Schmid [25-261 shows how to attach a 
principal series n(y) containing precisely the composition factors I?( 
(i #-j) and E(y), where e(y) is an irreducible non-tempered 
Chandra module for G. The socle series (cf. (4.2)) of n(y) must have struc- 
ture 
%Yj) $ ii 
(3.4) 
-i?(Y) Or I 
cf. [S, Sect. 43. These two “types” of principal series are called the character 
identities. 
(3.5) THEOREM (Casselman [6]). Let V be a Ha~~~~-~~~~dr~ ~~d~~e 
for G. Then H,(n, V) is a non-zero finite-dimensional MA-module and 
Hom(,,,,(V, n(r)) = HomMA(NO(n, v), Y 0 e”). (3.4) 
As is noted in [lo], in the case of regular intinitesimal character, 
IE,(n, V) is always a completely reducible MA-module, whenever V is a 
Harish-Chandra module for G. 
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(3.7) PROPOSITION. Let z(y) be a principal series representation of G, 
with regular integral infinitesimal character. Let yO correspond to an 
irreducible MA-summand of H,(n, n(y)). In addition, if y. = y’ we assume 
rc(y) does not correspond to a character identity. Then yO occurs with mul- 
tiplicity one in H,(n, z(y)). 
Proof. This is a consequence of (A.4) and the following general fact: 
(*) If X is a Harish-Chandra module with regular infinitesimal 
character, then H,(n, X) is an MA-summand of H,(n, X,,). 
To establish (*), we argue by induction on the number of composition 
factors of X. If X is irreducible, (*) is clear. Suppose (*) holds whenever W 
is a Harish-Chandra module of length less than IZ and let X have length n. 
Choose a maximal proper submodule Y and obtain the short exact 
sequence: 0 -+ Y -+ X-, X/Y -+ 0. By induction, H,(n, Y) @I H,(n, X/Y) is 
an MA-summand of H,(n, Y,,) 0 H,(n, X/Y); hence an MA-summand of 
H,(n, X,,). Applying H,(n, (...)) to our short exact sequence, we deduce 
that H,(n, X)rr@ H,(n, X/Y); where I is an MA-summand of H,(n, Y). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of(3.1). From (1.5), we have 
Hom,(J%,), V(Y2))4Hom(s,K)(71(Y2*), OF)). 
By (3.6), the right-hand side of (3.X) is isomorphic to 
X= HomMAWo(n, @2*)), (Y1*)OeP). 
(3.8) 
In the case of regular non-integral infinitesimal character, (3.1) is evident 
from [S, (3.1), 291. If we are in the situation described in (3.7), we obtain 
dWHom,( Uyl), b))> G 1. (3.9) 
The proof of (3.1) will be complete, once we establish 
(3.10) Claim. Assume y, =y;, y210 >O and n(y,) corresponds to a 
character identity. Then 
dimWom,( VY,), J%J~))) G 1. 
We point out, in this setting, H,(n, n(y,*))(,;,d-, = ( Uy;)” 0 (U,;)“. 
Because of this, the arguments used in (3.7) fail, forcmg a different tact. The 
positive systems corresponding to character identities must contain a sim- 
ple real root [26]. Invoking the translation principle, and this remark, we 
may suppose 
(Yz 2 4) $ (Y* 9 %I> for all simple @$-roots a,; (3.11) 
recall that yz is @,+-dominant, since Y~E w”, and cl0 is the real @+-root. 
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Lepowsky [21] has shown 
is an exact sequence, where S-indexes the simple @;-roots. We make 
(3.13) Subclaim. M(s,,y,),;- p = 0 for all i 6 S. Suppose the contrary; 
i.e., suppose there exists some v # 0, v E M(s,,~~,).,~- p. We obtain the 
equation 
where T indexes the simple @+-roots and miE Z, Letting 
t = 2fy,, QJ/(~~, 4 and k = 2(y,, ~,)l(~,, Q,), then 
ta, = kcc, + c mixi. 
is?- 
(3.15) 
Furthermore, t, k> 0, since yz is z+ (resp. ,* ) dominant. Observe, 
@o=CIETnj~i, with II,EZ+. Now, (3.15) gives 
2 n,t4,+n,ta,=(k+m,)a,f 1 miai 
if ‘0 ii io 
The properties of simple roots force ni,,t = k + mi,, which contradicts (3.11); 
hence (3.13) holds. 
To finish the proof of (3.10), apply the left exact functor p(n, (...)) to 
the sequence in (3.12), take yz isotypic pieces in this sequence, and invoke 
(3.13) to obtain 
fnnt wY*HV; = fw> V7j2Hg;. (3.16) 
By Verma’s theorem [9], the left-hand side of (3.16) is irreducible or zero. 
4. STANDARD AND SPHERICAL COHOMOLOGY 
In this section, we begin to identify the homomorphisms between 
generalized Verma modules with regular infinitesimal character. Let P’QI), 
v((y2) be generalized Verma modules for 9, and suppose there is a non-zero 
homomorphism V(yl) + v(y2). From the ~ernste~n-6elfand-~e~fa~d 
theorem [IS], M(y,) c M(y,). Conversely, suppose there is a non-zero 
map f: M(y,) + M(y,). From the remarks following (2.2), we have an exact 
sequence 
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where K(yJ is the kernel of the projection. Lepowsky has shown [24] that 
.f(O,)) c WA h ence, f induces a map 7: V(yl) -+ V(y2). The map J‘ is 
called the standard map from V(yl) to V(yJ. 
Since dim(Hom,(M(y,), M(y,))) d 1, the standard map is unique up to 
scalar multiple. However, the standard map may be zero. The following 
proposition tells us when this cannot happen. 
(4.2) PROPOSITION (Cf. [3, 181). Let y~$* be regular @-dominant 
integral, w, CO’ E W, and o <CO’. Then the standard map from V(oy) to 
V(o’y) is non-zero if either 
(4 w  + cd, or 
(b) there exist W~,CO~E W, w,#o,, with o-+oi-+w’ (i=1,2). 
(4.3) Remark. It follows from (4.2) that there are non-zero standard 
maps V(oy) --f V(o’y), whenever we have a “subdiagram” of FV”’ as in (a) 
or (b) below. In particular, suppose that w” contains a subdiagram of the 
form (c) below. Then we obtain the standard maps indicated in (d). 
Cc) (d) 
(4.4) Discussion. Lepowsky observed in [19] that even when the stan- 
dard map is zero, a non-zero homomorphism may exist. We shall call such 
maps non-standard. Evidently, the existence of a non-standard map into 
V(y) implies (via (3.2)) the existence of an (me a)-irreducible in 
ZY”(n, V(y)) which is not in the image of @(n, M(y)), exemplifying the 
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failure of right exactness for the n-cohomology functor. This motivates the 
decomposition 
ff%> UY)) = mh VY))stdO fen, W))nstd, (4.5) 
corresponding to the (m @ a)-summands which determine standard (res 
non-standard) maps into V(y). 
The (m 0 a)-modules U, and U,O are one-dimensional. Applying 
Lepowsky’s result [19] on sphereical maps, we obtain 
(4.6) LEMMA. Adhere to the notation in Figs. 2.1-2.3. Then there is Q 
non-zero map from V(y&) to V(yOl) if and only if g0#w(2n, 1). 
(4.7) Remark. In view of (3.8), the maps in (4.6) yield intertwining 
operators between the spherical principal series; we denote the cohomology 
associated to such maps by @(n, P’/(Y))~~~. Observe that @(n, V(y)),,,& 
@tns Vb))nstd. 
(4.8) Partial exhaustion. If we combine (4.3), (4.6) and Figs. 2.1-2.4, we 
obtain a substantial number of maps between generalized Verma modules, 
having regular integral infinitesimal character. More precisely, for ~0(2n, 1) 
(resp. eo(2n + 1, I)) we obtain Fig. 2.1 (resp. Fig. 2.1 together with maps 
P’(Y~~,) + V(yO,), m = 1, n). For su(n, l), we obtain ail maps in (1.4), excq,t 
the non-spherical -VI, maps and the “bottom to top” maps of the sub- 
diagrams of the sort in (4.3~). For sp(n, l), we obtain all maps in (1.4), 
except the non-spherical 2-* maps, the “bottom to top” ma 
diagrams of the sort in (4.3c), and the “degree 4” maps along the right- 
hand edge of the figure (as described in (5.19)). Finally, for f4( -20J, we 
obtain all the maps in Fig. 2.4, the “bottom to top” ma 
“diamond” subdiagrams, the maps in the “hexagon” subdiagram as given 
by (4.?d), and the spherical map. 
We conclude this section with a useful duality theorem, the proof of 
which is due to 6. Zuckerman (unpublished). 
(4.9) THEOREM (Zuckerman). Let y E $* be regular @-dominant integral 
and ol, W*E W. Then 
Proof. Assume the left-hand side is non-zero. Then Di 
“n((o,r)*)) #O, by (1.5). This gives a non-zero TE Homc,,Jn(fo21;)*), 
n( (o 1 y )* )), given by differential formulas. Taking contragredients ( ..j )- in 
the Harish-Chandra category, and recalling that n(z*)“=n(z) [3611 we 
obtain T.E Hom(,,,,(x(o,y), 7~(qy)), where T is the adjoint of T. A result 
of Casselman and Wallach [35] shows that T extends to an element of 
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~o~G(“+w4~ “n(w,y)), which will also be given by differential for- 
mulas. The result now follows from (1.5), (3.1), and the translation prin- 
ciple (observe that Z* and zflie in the same chamber). Q.E.D. 
5. JACQUET COHOMOLOGY 
This section is devoted to determining “almost all” homomorphisms 
between generalized Verma modules, having regular integral infinitesimal 
character. For convenience, the cohomology classes arising from non-zero 
maps V(y”) -P V(y) will be termed tkohomology. 
(5.1) An upper bound oy1 @‘(n, V(y)). Let V(y) have regular 
infinitesimal character. If we combine (3.2), (3.6), (3.8), and the translation 
principle, we may inject @(n, V(y)) into H,(n, n(y”)), via the mapping 
y1 --f yf. Furthermore, the proof of (3.7) leads to 
(5.2) LEMMA (Upper Bound Lemma). Let V(y) have regular 
infinitesimal character. Then we have containments of MA-submodules 
fen, V(Y)) >A [HOC% ~wT~le ZA [KI(n, G4,>ls = CHo(n, w,)ls. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Let gO=eo(n, 1) (n>4) or ~u(n, 1) (~3 3) and 
assume V(y) has regular integral infinitesimal character. Then all 
cohomology of V( y ), except possibly non-spherical Ccohomology, is 
explicitly parametrized by (4.8). 
ProoJ: As usual, we are reduced to the case when y E (yO} u ( yi.}, where 
i, j are parametrized .by (A. 1). 
First, suppose go = so(2n + 1, 1). From (A.4) and (5.2) we obtain 
ff%, v(YOi))jYOl~Y02~Y~l~ i= 1 
jYoiOY~,i-1OYo,i+1OY~i, 2<i<n--1 
jYonOY~,n-lOY~,n+lOY~nOYo,n+l, i=n 
(5.4) 
w4,,+1wn@Yo,n+1~ i=n+l. 
If 1 < i < n - 1, then H”(n, V(yoi))std 2 yOi @ yo,i+ 1 ; (4.8). If y& 1 contributes 
to the cohomology of V(y,,), then we have a non-trivial intertwining 
I --f n(yO,+ 1 ); this uses (5.4). From [IS, Sect. 41, 
pJJy5$j 
These “boxes” indicate the socle series for n(...); recall (A.2). This is a con- 
tradiction, so, in view of (3.1), all maps---except possibly t-he d-maps-are 
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accounted for. The argument for i= M is similar. In the last case, Verma 
module considerations preclude the possibility V(y,“,, + 1) -+ v(y,,, + 1)Y or 
vice versa. Apply Zuckerman’s duality (4.11) to finish the so(2n + 1, 1) case. 
The arguments for 50(2n, 1) and ~u(n, 1) are of a similar nature, 
depending upon the known socle series of principal series [S, Sect. /I]; we 
omit the details. 
(5.5) Discussion. Define category 0’ to consist of all finitely generated 
U(g)-modules, which are b-finite. This category is “closed” under taking 
submodules, quotients, and extensions. Furthermore, the ~~othen~ie~k 
group of category 0’ has a basis given by (L(y) I 7 E$*). Given a U(g)- 
module v, the subspace 
j(T/)=ju*EI/*:nk.U*=O, for some kEZ+} (5.6) 
of the full algebraic dual I/* is a U( g )-module and I/,-+ j( V) defines a con- 
travariant functor from the category of U(g)-modules into itself i27, (4.311. 
We refer to j(...) as the Jacquet functor. 
(5.7) THEOREM (Casselman [27]). The association V-nj( I’) determines 
an exact contravariant functor from the category of Harish-Chandra 
modules into category 0’. Furthermore, we have natural (m 0 a)- 
isomorphisms 
N”(n, j( Y)) = H,(n: Y)*, 
,for al2 iz E Z + 
In general, the structure of j( I/)--even in the Grothendieck group of 
category @‘-is notoriously obscure. However, when V is a principal series 
for 6, something can be said. Define O(...) to be the formal character on 
category O’, as in [ 14). Our next result is we91 known; cf. [ 10, 1 I, 363. 
(5.8) PROPOSITION. Ifs is a principal series for G, then 
@(j(eJ*))) = @(VY))i- @wYeH. 
(5.9) Caution. The above result says nothing about the U(g)-structure of 
j(n(r*)). However, a technical lemma of D. Vogan [3O, (6.5)] does yield: 
(5.10) COROLLARY. Let yii be parametrized as in (A.l). Then V(Y,)G 
A4li,T)). 
(5.11) COROLLARY. Let yii be parametrized as in (A.l) and assume ::* is 
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an irreducible MA-summand of H,(n, I), such that y does not lie inside 
the weight cone 
Then y is an irreducible MA-summand of @(n, V(y,)). 
ProoJ By (5.7), y contributes to P’(n, j(rc(y$))), while (5.8) implies 
j(;?t(y$)) = P’(yV) + V(y,), in the Grothendieck group. The hypothesis and 
(5.10) insure that y is represented by an element XE V(y,). But, x is 
annihilated by n; i.e., y occurs in P’(n, V(Y~)). Q.E.D. 
We define 
P( n, V( Y))j,, = all cohomology of V(y) which 
arises from (5.11) and corresponds 
to non-standard homomorphisms (5.12) 
and call this the Jacquet cohomology. Observe that @(tt, V(JJ))~~~ = 0 for 
go = 5o(n, l), 5u(n, 1); (5.3). 
(5.13) PROPOSITION. Let g,, = sp(n, l), n > 2, or f4C--20) and fix V(y) hau- 
ing regular integral infinitesimal character. Then Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 
parametrize all n-cohomology of V(y), except possibly non-spherical %- 
cohomology. 
(5.14) Remarks on Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. In Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, we have dis- 
tinguished between standard, spherical, and Jacquet cohomology. In 
Fig. 5.1, the pattern for the Jacquet cohomology-on the right column of 
the figure-is of the form: V(y,+ 2,i+ 3 ) --f V(Y,,~+ i) for n - 1 > i 3 2, together 
with the “dual maps” V(yTi+ i) -+ WY+ 2,L + 3 ), and the maps V(Y fi - I,n + 1 ) --, 
V(y, _ 2,n - I ), V(yf _ 1,n) --+ V(y, - 2,n), together with their duals. 
Proof of (5.13). Let go = ep(n, 1). As usual, we reduce to the case 
YE {yti, $1, with i, j as in (A.l). Suppose 
(i, j) 4 {(i, i + 1 ), 0 < i < n - 2, (n - 2, n) and the corresponding 8’s ). 
Then arguing just as in the proof of (5.3)-via (5.2), (A.4), (4.8), (3.1), and 
[S, Sect. 4]-we obtain all the indicated cohomology and this exhausts all 
possibilities, except possibly non-spherical %-cohomology. We leave this 
(tedious) computation to the reader. 
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FlG. 5.1. Cohomology in the sp(n, 1) case-moduio possible non-spherical H-cohomoiogy. 
Fix Y~,~+~, 06idn- 3. According to [8, Sect. 41, ~~(‘y’fl~+~) has SO& 
series: 
The right exactness of n-homology shows 
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FIG. 5.2. Cohomology in the i4,-20j case-module possible non-spherical B-cohomology. 
By (A.3.4) we conclude that y”+ 2,i+ 3 @ Y~,~+ 1 occurs as an MA-summand of 
H,(n, TC($+ ,)); this is stronger than saying yy+2,i+3 @Y~,~+ 1 occurs in 
ffo(n, 41$+~)~~)! Apply (5.7) to see 
Y~+~,~+~OY~~,-~ * fJVhANy$+l)N. (5.15) 
Knowing the structure of W” (Fig. 2.3) and (5.20) allows us to apply 
(5.11) and deduce: yi+2,i+3 occurs in P(tt, V(Y~,~+~)&~. NOW, (5.2) and 
(A.4) show 
HO(n, v(Yi,i+~))_cYi,~+10Y~-~,i--10Yi,i+2~Yt)-l,i+1 
OYi+2,i+3w,i+1. (5.16) 
In view of (4.8), the first, third, and fifth summands are accounted for in 
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the left-hand side of (5.16). If yf-2,i-1 (req. yy-,,i+l) occurs in 
cohomology, we arrive at an intertwining 
II 
T(yyiTi+j) 7TiX) 
where X= yi-z,i- I (resp. yi- l,i+ 1); this uses [8, Sect. 41. This is impossible, 
so, in view of (3.1) NO(n, V(y,,,+,)) 1s exhausted, module possible 9- 
cohomology. 
For L-~,~-~ and K-~,~, the argument proceeds as above. Finally, con- 
sider 8 of any of these cases. Apply Zuckerman’s duality (4.9) and (3.1) to 
complete Fig. 5.1; hence our result. Similar arguments handle 
6. ~COHOMOLOGY 
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem (1.4). In view of our 
previous work in Section 5, we are reduced to investigating the existence of 
H-cohomology. Our proof involves three types of analysis. First, we obtain 
some N-cohomology, by factoring through previously established 
cohomology in Section 5; this depends upon the socle series structure of 
principal series [S]. Second, a “wall crossing” argument resolves more 8- 
cohomology; here, analyzing the z-invariant comes into play. Finally, the 
remaining cases are handled via a delicate sequence of arguments which, in 
some sense, reduce the problem to showing the existence of spherical 
cohomology (4.6); along the way, we will use the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjec- 
tures and the Hecht-Schmid “self-duality” results [ 1 1 ]. 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let go= ep(n, l), eu(n, 1) or f4C.-20, and consider a ““sub- 
diagram of P” of the type 
iii\ 
i, j+4 i+l, j  
iei 
(i,j+l)’ 
\ 2”“” 
(ijiB 
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where the standard maps of (4.3) are indicated. Then @(rt, V(y,)),; = yi; i.e., 
V(Yij) -+ #O V( y #) exists. 
ProoJ: The idea is to factor the &map through (i, j + 1)“. The argument 
for all cases is the same, so we only offer the proof for go = f4(--20j. Since we 
have non-zero homomorphisms f: V(y&) -+ V(yJ and g: V(&) -+ V(yy,), 
reasoning from Section 5 and [IS, Sect. 41 leads to intertwining operators 
Finally, since F and G correspond to homomorphisms between generalized 
Verma modules, these intertwining operators are given by differential for- 
mulas; hence, so too for G 0 F. By (1.5), G 0 F corresponds to cohomology 
in ff% V(ydyji6. Q.E.D. 
(6.2) Remark. The B-cohomology produced in (6.1) arises by compos- 
ing two standard homomorphisms; hence, these maps are standard too. 
Similar reasoning, but factoring through the evident non-standard maps in 
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, will establish 
(6.3) LEMMA. (i) If go =sp(n, l), then there exists a rzon-zero 
homomorphism V(yz-2,n) --f V(y,-,,). 
(4 If go= f4c--20J, then there exist non-zero homomorphisms 
Vb4,) + V(Y~ and V(Y:,) -+ VY,,). 
Fix an abstract Cartan subalgebra I$,, y E Ijz, and let ,4, denote the lat- 
tice of l&-weights of finite-dimensional representations of g (or G). Given 
,LL E A,, let F, be the irreducible finite-dimensional representation of G with 
extremal weight ,u; in view of (2.1), this always makes sense. For 
p 1, p2 E A,, define translation functors through 
~~=~:(X)=P,,.z(F,,-~,OPy+~,(X)); (6.4) 
here, X is a U(g)-module of finite length, and for v E b,* 
P,(...) = (x E (...): f or some n > 0 and all z E 3(g), (z -x,(z))“. x = O}. 
Further, assume y is regular for the roots @a of b, in g, obtaining the usual 
positive system Q)‘(y) determined by y, together with its simple roots 
A + (y). If a E A + (y ), put 1, = fundamental weight dual to a. Set 
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c = 2(y, r)(a,(a)-” and observe: y - CL, is Q+(y)-dominant an 
(d +(y)\ {cz > )-regular. Set 
IC/l=*;--cn, and da = $5 - CE,. (6.5) 
If V is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module or an irreducible quotient 
of some Verma module, then 1381 d,$,( V) = 0 if and only if $,(V) = 3. 
This motivates 
z(V)= (m4”(y):$a(v)=O), 
the so-called z-invariant of V 
(6.6) 
(6.7) LEMMA. (i) rf gO=sp(pz, l), then there does not exist a pzoyt-zero 
homomorphism V(yf .~ l,n) + V(y,, - l,,,). 
iii) 47” 90 = f4f--20j, then there do not exist non-zero h~rn~rnQr~~is~~ 
V&J -, V(YJ and V&J + V(Y~~). 
ProoJ We shall prove (i), the proof of (ii) proceeding similarly. Let 
denote the roots of a compact Cartan subalgebra h, in g, and realize ‘P’ = 
{2~,(l<i<n+l), ej&cj (l<i#,j<n+I)), @=(FZe, (l<i<n+lj, 
+ e + e - ,- , ( 1 < i # j < YE + 1 ), i independent) 1. Define z-invariants and 
translation funcors relative to Y+ and let cp be the restriction of the dual of 
an inner automorphism of g, mapping hc onto h, such that 
cp( !P+ ) = @ + (rf _ l,n + 1). Let x = 2~, + , E yl+-simple roots and observe 
cp(E,,+ l)=el; cf. 1171. It follows 
6 
?ln-l,n+l-~~X)=~Jjj-l,n. 
Thus $,(3r,, - l,n+l))fO (cf. [I17113 and it follows that r is not in the T- 
invariant of V(ye_ l,n + , ). An analogue of [34, (8.2.7)]---for generalized 
Verma modules-gives a short exact sequence: 
0 + V(yf- ,..+l)-~nlC/?(VIY~~l.n+l))-, %L.)+@ (4.8) 
Applying the contravariant functor Mom,(..., I’(?,_ l,n)), and recalling 
ff”(n, V(yn+ l,n))y;_i,n+, = 0 (5.18) we obtain 
0 -H~~,(V(Y~-,,,), V(Y,-~,,)) 
--f H~~,QL$,( Vrf-. l,n+lH, v(?n-l,n)) +Q (6.9) 
Adjointness of translation functors 1131, (3.4)], the translation principle, 
(1.5 ), and z-invariant considerations (cf. [ 171) will show: 
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Let A(a, -2) A(o, z) = c,(z)1 be the functional equation of (1.6) attached 
to the situation in (6.10b). Using [16], c,(z) does not have a pole. Since 
A(o, z) has no kernel, A(o, -z) has no pole and is (up to scalar) the 
intertwining operator between ~(7”) and rc(j+ Now, by the Casselman- 
Zuckerman result (Introduction), the right-hand side of (6.10a) is zero; the 
lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
Let I/ be an irreducible U(g)-module with infinitesimal character x1,. 
Assume V is a highest weight module or a Harish-Chandra module. If 
CI $ r(V), then there exists a chain complex [ 32) 
O-1 V+(b,l),(V)+ v-+0 
with the property that V occurs as the unique irreducible submodule and 
quotient of dnea( V). If U,(V) is the cohomology of this complex, then the 
work of Bernstein and Beilinson [l], Brylinski and Kashiwara [S], and 
Vogan [33] has established 
(6.11) THEOREM (Kazhdan-Lusztig Conjectures). 1n the case of regular 
integral injinitesimal character, lJ,,.( V) is a semisimple U(g)-module. 
(6.12) Discussion. Fix an irreducible Harish-Chandra module V with 
regular integral infinitesimal character xy. According to Schmid and 
Zuckerman [34], we may place V in a unique coherent family 
F= C@G(lJ+v)l”,A (/1= c-weights of finite-dimensional G-modules); i.e., 
B is a collection of virtual characters [34, (0.3.16)] satisfying: 
(a) Q,(Y) = @A 0 
(b) O,(y + v) has infinitesimal character xy+ ,; 
(c) if F is a finite-dimensional G-module, then 
F@@,(Y+v)= c @,(Y+(v+v)), 
ntd(F) 
where d(F) = weights of F as an h-module (counting multiplicities). 
Furthermore, there is an action of W on 9, which satisfies 
(d) o~O,(y+v)=O,(w-‘(y+v)), OE W; cf. [34, (7.2.24)]. 
Now, there is an intimate connection between the global characters of 
elements in F and the U, construction. Precisely, if CI E r( V), then 
s, . O,(y) = -8,(y); if a $ z(V), then s, . O,(y) = O,(y) + O,( V,( V)). 
These remarks and (6.11) prove 
(6.13) THEOREM 17, (3.21)]. Let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra 
module with regular integral infinitesimal character and place V in a coherent 
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family 8. Assume that j(V) is a semisimple U(g)-module and let X he any 
irreducible constituent of an element of 9. Then j(X) is a semisimple U(g)- 
module. 
(6.14) Remark. As we shall eventually see, the condition that j(V) be 
semisimple (in the regular integral case) is “rarely” satisfied. 
(6.15) THEOREM. Let go = 50(2n, 1) and assume V(y) has regular integrai 
iqfinitesimal character. Then l?‘(n, V(y)) is given by (1.4). 
Proof. In view of (5.5), it remains to show that p(n, V(yo,)),;,=O, for 
2 d i<n - 1. By [7, (A.l.4)], the discrete series E(yO) and ?(yl) have 
irreducible zero n-homology, According to [7, (1.25)], ~C(Y,) and Z(Y~) then 
have irreducible Jacquet modules. Place E(yO) in its coherent family F”l. 
Then one observes that 9~{(71(~~~):O<i<n)u (E(yO), E(yl)); this is a 
consequence of the theory discussed in [34, Sect. 71. Apply (6.13) and con- 
clude: j(lr(yoi) is a semisimple U(g)-module, for 0 d i 6 n. Further 
(5.9) and (A.3.2) now allow us to explicitly determine the structure of 
Ash)) as 
A+d) = Uh 1, i= 1 
=moJ@L(Y~,;d 2<i<n. (6.16) 
Since n(ygi) = ?t(yoi) + E(Y~,~+~) in the Grothendieck group, @(j(n(yo*i))) = 
@( j(E(y&)) + O( j(E(yO,i+ 1))). Combined with (5.10) and (6.16), these 
remarks show 
= @(L(Yo,)) + @(L(Y:,~- 1)) + @(L(~o,j+ 1)) + @(L(Yt,i)), (6.17) 
for 2 d i 6 n - 1. Now, if the left-hand side of (6.17) is decomposed into 
irreducible characters, V(y$) will contribute O(L(y&)). It follows that V(yoi) 
can not contain L(y:,) as a composition factor, hence there can be no non- 
zero map V(y&) 3 V(y,,), 2 < i < n - 1. 
The remaining cases will be handled in a spirit similar to the proof of 
(6.15) but requiring a closer investigation of the structure of Jacquet 
modules. To orient the reader, we will first sketch the argument used. Let 
us assume V(y) corresponds to an, as yet, unresolved Q-situation. From 
[g] and (A.3), n(y*) contains a unique irreducible quotient, denoted 
xQ(y’), having the property: @(n, j(~Q(y’))) = y+ @Y@, y+ > y’. Let SI 
(resp. S,) be the highest weight submodule of j(7cQ(v’)) generated by this 
y t (resp. yO) cohomology. We show S1 2 SZ, using the e&-S&mid ““self- 
duality” of j(nQ(y’)), the KazhdanLusztig conjectures, and the ability to 
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compute U,‘s; this hinges upon the existence of Lepowsky’s spherical 
cohomology (4.7). We now know the “top peak” of S, must lie in V(y); 
recall (5.10) and (5.15). This will force S, c I’(y); thereby exhibiting the f3- 
cohomology. 
(6.18) Situation. Let go & 40(2n, 1) and fix V(y) with regular integral 
infinitesimal character. Assume y’ < y and that existence of a non-zero map 
I’(?‘) -+ V(y) has not yet been resolved. According to [IS, (1.2)], rc(y*) con- 
tains a unique irreducible submodule S(y’) and a unique irreducible 
quotient rcQ(y’), where y’* = y’. 
(6.19) LEMMA. In the setting of (6.18), j(xQ(y’)) is not a semisimple 
U( g )-module. 
ProoJ: Place rcQ(y’) in its coherent family F-. From [8, (1.2)] n(y&) 
contains a unique irreducible quotient rc”(yb,). Furthermore, U,- 
considerations allow one to prove: 
rcQ(y&) is an irreducible constituent in 9. (6.20) 
(Verification of (6.20) depends upon investigating the structure of 
rcQ(y’)-in the Grothendieck group-after “successive wall crossings.” As 
noted in (6.12), this is intimately connected with determination of the Ua’s. 
Using D. Vogan’s work [40], this can be done, case-by-case; cf. [17].) 
If j(rrQ(y’)) were semisimple, then (6.13) and (6.20) would force 
j(n”(y&)) to be semisimple. From [S, Sect. 51, the remaining irreducible 
constituents in rr(y&) have irreducible zero n-homology. By [S, (1.25)], 
these irreducible constituents all have irreducible Jacquet modules. Now, 
an argument as in the proof of (6.15) will show I’(/(Y&)~+~ V(y,,) can not 
exist; this is a contradiction to the existence of spherical cohomology. 
Q.E.D. 
Assume we are still in situation (6.18). Using [S, Sect. 41 and (A.3), we 
see: 
fen, i(@(Y’))) = Y + 0 YB, where y’* = y0 and y+ > y’. (6.21) 
Using the contravariance of j(...) (5.9) and left exactness of n-cohomology, 
we have j(r~~(y’))~j(n(y*)) and 
Y+ oYe~Jjo(n,j(~P(Y’)))ciE-lo(n, A4Y*))). (6.22) 
Let S,(resp. S,) be the highest weight submodule of j(nQ(y’))-and hence 
of j(rr(y*))-generated by the y + (resp. y”) cohomology of (6.22). 
(6.23) Claim. S, zS,. 
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Proofi Assume the contrary. This forces S, n S, = 0. (If not, then 
S, n S, contains an irreducible submodule W. But W will now contribute 
to the cohomology of j(zQ(y’)), f arcing S, n S2 = W = S2, by (6.21).) Again 
invoking (6.21), we are in the situation 
$3 0 ~24ww), with S1 = L(r + ) and S2 = L(y’). 
Now, according to Hecht and Schmid [ 111, there is an operation of 
“transpose’‘-denoted (...)‘-on the category of Harish-Chandra modules 
and on category 0’, which satisfies: 
(a) (...)’ is an exact contravariant functor; 
(b) T preserves the isomorphism class of an irreducible; (6.25) 
(c) if V is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module, then j( V) rj( V)‘. 
Property (6.2%) is referred to as self-&a&. We have 
0 + s, .L j(nQ(y’)) + [j(nQ(y’))/S,] + 0 
\ 
g (6.26) 
0 -+ [j(7LQ(y’))/S,]= +j(?TQ(y’)) 3 s: -+ 0, 
with exact rows. Observe that L(y+) is a composition factor of j(rrQ(y’)) 
precisely once. (This follows since y+ - p is a maximal weight of j(rcQ(y’)), 
by (6.21) and the b-finiteness of j(rcQ(y’)).) Thus, (6.24) and (6.25b) show 
S, = ST. Finally, since [j(nQ(y’))/S,]T+ --p = 0, we conclude: h 0 go f # 0. 
But, h 0 g 0 f: L(y + ) + L(y + ) is then a scalar, so the top row of (6.26) is 
split exact: 
A~Qb’)) = L(Y + 10 M~“(Y’w11. (6.27) 
We next must investigate H,(n-, [j(ze(~‘))/S,]), where a(p)= 
m @ a @ n ~ is the opposite minimal parabolic. Again, according to echt 
and Schmid [ 111, 
ff,(n-, A~Qb’NP%w, ~QtY’r), (6.28) 
where (...)” denotes the (K-finite) contragredient Harish-Chandra module. 
If we define rcoP(z) to be principal series induced from a(P) = P = MAR, 
then (3.6) becomes 
Hom(,,,,(nQ(y’), E,~(z)) = Hom,,(H,(nP, zQ(y’)“), ~$3 e-‘“). 
But, embeddings of zQ(:/‘)” into noP(r) coincide with finding data z, such 
that the irreducible quotient of z(r*‘) equals rcQ(r’). Computations in [S, 
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Sect. 41 show: ne(y’) is quotient of n(z*“) if and only if z = yT* =y+ or 
z = foe* = y’. Hence, (6.28) leads us to 
H,(n-, j(nQ(y’))) = y+ me; (6.29) 
here, ygy as MA-modules but we are not asserting that 
H,(n-, j(r~~(y’)))~, = fl(n, j(rcQ(y’))),o. Now, (6.29) and (6.27) show that 
j(nQ(y’))/S, has irreducible zero n--homology. Hence, j(rcQ(y’))/S, is a 
highest weight module of highest weight y’- p. (This is a consequence of 
right exactness of (...)+-+H,(n, (...)).) On the other hand, (6.21) applied to 
(6.27) shows j(nQ(y’))/S, has irreducible zero n-cohomology. Conclude 
that j(nQ(y’))/S, = S, = L(y’). But, now (6.27) exhibits j(rcQ(y’)) as being 
semisimple, a contradicting to (6.19). Q.E.D. 
Maintain the above setup and observe that “the” generator of S, must lie 
in the submodule V(y)crj(rc(y*)); this uses (5.10) (5.15), and the fact 
y+ > ye. This observation, in conjunction with (6.23), shows us that 
S,q V(y). But, now S2 will contribute to the cohomology of V(y) of weight 
ye - p. In short, there exists a non-zero map V(ye) + V(y), in the setting of 
(6.18). 
Combining this discussion with (3.1), (5.5), (5.18), and (5.22), we arrive 
at 
(6.30) THEOREM. Let go sk so(2n, 1) and assume V(y) has regular 
integral infinitesimal character. Then H”(n, V(y)) is explicitly parametrized 
by (1.4). 
7. THE NON-INTEGRAL CASE 
Assume V(y) has regular non-integral infinitesimal character. By (3.1), 
dim(Hom,(V(y,), V(y)))< 1 for all yl. If equality holds, then the 
irreducibility of rc(y) (cf. [8, (3.1)] or [29]) and (5.2) establish (1.2). 
APPENDIX 
For the convenience of the reader, we explicitly compute the zero n- 
homology of the semisimplification of a principal series representation of a 
real rank one group, in the case of regular integral infinitesimal character. 
These ideas were discussed in [S]. Fix G as in (2.1). 
(A. 1) Parametrizations 
If G = Spin(2n + 1, l), define yoi E h*, 1 < i < n + 1, through 
yo,i=(n-i+l)e,+ i (n+2-k)e,+ jJ (n--+l)e,; 
k=2 k=i+l 
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here, we let (e,,..., e,} be the standard orthonormal basis of lj* and use the 
classical realization of u6, as in [lS]. In all other cases, define jfije h* and 
yip h: (hc = compact Cartan subalgebra) as in [28], using the dic~o~ary 
yg=&, as in [28, Sect. 141 
Yi = 6,...,! as in [28, Sect. 1 I], 
where (...) = A, B, C, or F, according to the classification of the roots of 3, 
in 9. 
NOW, each yii or yidetermines a set of Langlands data for G; let rc(yii) an 
n(y,) denote the corresponding induced object. The yi correspond to dis- 
crete series, so n(yi) is induced from G to G, hence it is 
correspond to induced representations from P to G. 
[24], rc(yii) contains a unique irreducible quotient, denoted 5(yij). 
often write n(r,) = $y,). As is well known, 
exhausts the class of irreducible Harish-Chandra modules for G, with 
trivial infinitesimal character. 
(A.2) Socle Series 
Let X be a Harish-Chandra module or an object from catagory 6;‘. 
now describe a notational device for indicating “how the various sub- 
quotients fit together.” Begin by enumerating the composition factors in a 
Jordan-Holder series: X,, X, ,..., X,. Recall, 
socle(X) 2’ largest semisimple submodule of X. 
Put sot,(X) = socle(X) and define sot,(X) = socl(X/soc,(X)), sot,(X) = 
socl((X/soci(X))/soc,(X)); etc. We refer to sot,(X), sot,(X),..., as the socle 
series for X. Because X has finite length, there exists a largest N, such that 
sot,(X) # 0. We may “schematically” indicate the socle series as follows: 
We draw a restangular box, as shown below, which is divided into Ai 
horizontal strips; one for each (non-trivial) term of the socle series. Inside 
the jth strip of this diagram, we indicate the direct summands of sot,(X). 
Using the Yoneda interpretation of Ext” (cf. [34, (9.2.2)]), we see that 
irreducible constituents of two adjacent strips will have non-trivial exten- 
sion with one another, while constituents in the same stri have trivial 
extensions with one another. 
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1 
SOCN (x) 
. 
X= . . 
1 
so+(X) 
1 
sot, ( x 1 
Socle Series for X 
In [S], the socle series for rc(yij) (notation as in (A.l)) was explicitly 
determined. 
(A.3) Zero n-Homology in C?, 
If VE G,, then (3.5) shows that V~z(y), for some irreducible MA- 
module U,. As is fully discussed in [IS, Sect. 51: knowing the socle series for 
all n(yij) allows one to compute all data y for which Vqz(y). Recalling 
H,(tt, V) is a semisimple MA-module [lo] and again invoking (3.5), we 
may explicitly compute H,(tt, Y) = @n,y; y E &6? This computation is 
given below. 
(A.3.1) PROPOSITION. Let G = Spin(2n + 1, 1 ), yt 2 2, and adhere to the 
notation in (A.l). Then 
Ho(n> Wo,i)) = Y& 3 i= 1 
=Y&@YO,i-12 2<i<n 
= Yo,n+ 1 0 Yen 0 Yii,, + 1) i=n+-1. 
(A.3.2) PROPOSITION. Let G = Spin(2n, l), n 3 2, and adhere 
notation in (A.l), then 
Ho(c 3~0,i)) = I% > i= 1 
=Y&OYO,i-12 26i<n; 
and 
Ho(n, *(pi)) = eon> i= 1,2. 
(A.3.3) PROPOSITION. Let G = SU(n, l), n 3 3, and adhere 
notation in (A.l), then 
ffo(n, g(YiJ)) = Y:, i=Oandldj<n 
= r;, j=landOdidn-1 
=y;oyi-l&1, all other cases; 
to the 
to the 
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and 
ffo(% 3Yi)) = ‘u’on> i=Q 
=Yn-l,l> i=y2 
=Yi-l,n-i+lOYi,n-iOYi-l,n-i, l<i<n-1. 
(8.3.4) PROPOSITION. Let G = Sp(n, l), n 3 2, and adhere to the notation 
in (A.l), then 
ffo(& 3YJ) = Y&, i=o, 1 <jj62n 
0 
=Y12? i= l,j=2 
=$;+lOYi-*,i--l> 2<i<n-l,j=i+i 
=Yti-l.n+10Yn-‘,nOYn~2,nr i=n- l,j=n+ 1 
= y;.o Y;- I,/- I, all other cases; 
and 
HOC% f4-Y i)) = Yo,zn 3 i=Q 
=Yi-1,2n-i+lOYi-1,2n--iOYi.Zn-i, ldi<n-1 
=Y~-i,/f+1OY~-*,~-lI, i= n. 
(A.3.5) PROPOSITION. Let G= F, and adhere to the notation in (AI), 
then 
ffo(% fGo1)) 9% Kh~tY15))=YL@Y04 
ffo(n5 3Yo2)) = 242 ffo(n, 77(1/24)1 = Y$ 
ffo(T 3Yo3)) = Y& ffo(n, St? 16)) = YL 0 Yo3 
ffo(n, f(Yo4)) = 244 ffo(n, ~~(Y~~))=Y~,@Y~~@Y~~ 
ffo(F 3Yo5)) = Y!, ffo(n, %Y 17)) = YY, 0 YQ2 
Ho(n, 71CYl4)) = Y74 HOC6 ~(Y~~)==Y~,@Y~~@Y~~. 
ffo(n, 3Yl)) = Y26OYO5 
(A.4) Zero n-IYomology of x(yii)SS 
Let X be a Harish-Chandra module for G and X1, X2,..., X,, the 
irreducible subquotients of X in some Jordan-H6lder series. e define 
X,,=X,@X*@ ... GE=, 
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and call this the semisimpl~$cation of X. The definition is independent of 
the Jodan-H6lder series used to compute Xi. Obviously, N,(n, X,,) = 
Or= 1 H,(n, Xi). Using the results in (A.3), one obtains H,(n, I,,). This 
computation is left to the reader. 
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Nofe added in proo$ The modules studied herein have been investigated further in 139, 
401. Using these references, various aspects of this paper can be simplified. For example, [39] 
easily implys (1.1) even without infinitesimal character restrictions. In [40], Irving produces 
a counierexample to the validity of (1.1) for pairs (g, p) other than those we consider. 
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